This scholarship will cover the cost of attending a year’s Dance Essentials classes. The recipient must attend Dance Essentials workshops every Tuesday from 3-4pm during school terms including any associated performances and is also expected to contribute to Dance in the OLSH community (though involvement in any relevant clubs or student groups).

In order to be selected as a scholarship recipient, you will need to write a minimum of 200 words outlining:

Student Name: ___________________________________________ in Year ____________

- Why you would like the opportunity to participate in the Dance Essentials program
- What you think you might gain from the opportunity (how will it benefit you?)
- How this opportunity will enable you to contribute to Dance or extend your Dance involvement at OLSH

You can be as creative as you wish in writing your application.

Applications must be submitted by email to sonia.venour@olsh.catholic.edu.au by Friday 3 July, 2015 (last day of Term 2).

Good luck!

Madame Martine, Mrs Venour and Ms Zappia